Why am I Unable to View All the Citing Articles When I Select the Times Cited Link?

If your institution currently holds a subscription to Web of Science, you may view all the cited articles for records in all years and indexes included in your subscription (which may be a subset of all indexes). If you view Times Cited for a record that is not available in your subscription, the online view will display as follows:

To view all cited articles, log in to your account. Your online view will display as follows:

Click on Where Else Is This Document Cited?

When you conduct a search, the number of citing articles that you can view on the Times Cited page will reflect the limits set in your current year limits and indexes included in your subscription (which may be smaller).

How does this Change Affect Saved Searches?

All search histories saved to our server from ISI Proceedings and will run in Web of Science.

We have added the text ISI Proceedings with a link back to Web of Science.

We have added a new document type in Web of Science called “Proceedings Paper”. The document type can be added to saved searches, alerts and saved searches in any search application. The Proceedings Paper document type is a recent entry in the Web of Science citation databases. We have retroactively assigned Proceedings Paper to records from journals that now links back to Web of Science.

How Does this Change Affect My Use of Reference Management Software?

If you had previously set up a search to run in ISI Proceedings and now links back to Web of Science, then we will increase the Times Cited count for records that have been increased the Times Cited count for records in various disciplines, especially those within Computer Science, Physics, and Engineering.

How Does this Change Affect Citation Alerts?

If you had previously set up a search to run in ISI Proceedings and now links back to Web of Science, then we will increase the Times Cited count for records in various disciplines, especially those within Computer Science, Physics, and Engineering.

How Does this Change Affect the Times Cited Count for Web of Science Records?

How Does this Change Affect the Times Cited Count for Web of Science Records?

How Does the Proceedings Paper Document Type Work?

We cannot migrate personalized database and timespan settings from ISI Proceedings to Web of Science.

Which Web of Science Databases get the same results as ISI Proceedings?

We recommend that you go to the My Citation Alerts page to see the current Times Cited count for articles.
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We recommend that you sign in and go the Current Limits section of the Search page to accommodate your changes.

How Does the Proceedings Paper Document Type Work?

We recommend that you sign in and go the Current Limits section of the Search page to accommodate your changes.

How Does this Change Affect My Use of Reference Management Software?

We recommend that you sign in and go the Current Limits section of the Search page to accommodate your changes.
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